# 295

December 20 60 a.H

ADAM AND EVE WERE BLACK
“This is a scoop, I have never told anyone, I couldn’t say it until this
year, but you should know, Adam and Eve were black”
These were the last words of a short interview that our Beloved Prophet gave at his arrival
in Brazzaville to about twenty
journalists gathered in the VIP
salon of the Maya-Maya airport.
The ambiance there was hard to
describe after the revelation.
He also said that the best revenge
over the colonizers would be to be
better than them, especially in
science, and it is possible.
Especially for the women who
were the slaves of the slaves. He
gave the example of Dr. Hortense
Dodo from Ivory Coast who
successfully modified peanuts so
that they don’t give allergy anymore to those who were affected before… An example of
how science gives love and how African women can be the best at it!
Outside of the airport, a large crowd was gathered and the official Kimbanguist marching
band welcomed him playing “Moi y’en a T’aimer” and our Hymn “Elohim”. It was so
moving… many of us cried of joy…
The Prophet Rael recon it was the best welcome he ever had…
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The day after he gave a press conference in front of almost 100 people followed by 6
private interviews….
Here are a few words of what he said:
Congo will forever be the first country where I was officially
invited by a President. It has therefore a special place in the
heart of the Elohim, just like the African continent has a
special place in the heart of the Elohim. Why? One of the
reasons, I couldn’t reveal it until this year, until this trip to
Congo. It is as well a reason of our success in the non-white
countries, in Asia, in Africa. Why does the movement develop
faster in those countries? Because for the first time, a
message is given saying that we have been created at the
image of our creators. A few years ago, the Catholic Church
dared say that blacks had no soul and that God was white. It
tries to get us to forget it today, but we must remind them.
Elohim have 7 races on their planet and they have created 7 races on earth. All races on
earth can look up in the sky and feel that they are at the image of their creator. The
message of the Elohim gives them back their dignity, their beauty, their majesty, all races.
And now what I can say today is that there were a first man and a first woman and that
they couldn’t be from all 7 races. What I want to reveal today is that they were black. It
doesn’t mean that they were better than the others, but it is good that you know it.
In the tormented history of Africa, composed with enslavement, tortures, massacres, the
worst was bared by the Africans. The message of the Elohim is hope for the African
people. The Elohim wish the Embassy to be in Jerusalem... Africa is not far from
Jerusalem. If Israel keeps giving us the cold shoulder, the Elohim will be happy to come to
Congo, and why not in this area of Congo called the Katanga. It is not random that this
country was the first to welcome me, and that my ringleader on this continent, my right
hand on this continent, Uriel Nawezy, is a prince descending from the last Katanga’s
emperor. We hope that one day he will be able to reestablish the Katanga’s power. The
Raelian movement doesn’t participate in politics, unless they are useful to the purpose of
our creators.
Each human group must be independent. The problems in Africa all come from the
colonialism. None of the actual borders were there before the colonization. With a few
strokes of the pen given on a card by the English, French and Belgians, the people is
divided in 3… just imagine if the same thing was to happen to Europe… Africans come,
and decide to divide France in 3 and make it 3 countries!! There never was genocides
before colonization, there were battles, but never were there genocides like Rwanda.
Those genocides are the direct result of the colonization. It is urgent to create the United
States of Africa.
More and more African countries associate themselves to China and India. Those 3 powers
together can very quickly dominate and the old colonizers will become the new 3d world.
When this comes to pass I hope that you will be able to help them better than they helped
you.
More news from Brazzaville in the next contact.
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Before flying to Africa, the Prophet Rael spent a few days in Brussels, to the great
pleasure of the local Raelians who could guide him to the best “Mussels and fries” and
“waffle” shopsJ. Laughter and pleasure were at the menu.
He also celebrated December 13th in Switzerland before departing under a snow storm.
Raelians came from Holland, Germany, France, Italy and of course Switzerland to be with
him.
Tsiporah tells us :
When he came to share lunch with us, he told us that he had just watched an interview of
Roberto Benigni on TV1 (as a guest of P. Poivre Darvor). He said that he was happy with
what he saw, and that he needed it. Indeed, Roberto Benigni said “I love you” to PPDA
and insisted with his irresistible talent on the importance of sharing one’s love. Our
Beloved Prophet told us what an example this man is; that we must tell each other our
love for one another, and he told us how much he loved us.
Before the transmissions, he told us his love again, that transmissions are love. By love,
we recognize the Elohim; by love the Elohim recognize us.

After the transmissions, the Prophet added: I leave for Africa on Friday. I spend a lot of
time teaching people how to be more, but in Africa, they really don’t need it. I invite you
to do at least once in your life a seminar in Africa, and one in Japan. There is an
extraordinary gap between the continents. It would be such a wealth to mix all the
people. And most of all, don’t believe that it will be inferior in Africa. On the level of being,
purity, it is quite superior. America and Europeans want to understand me, Africans want
to touch me, it is not necessarily less good!!! It is good to feel. When Africans hear music,
they move their feet, they dance. When Occidentals hear music, they ask, who is the
author? A complete human is a balance between intellect and feeling.”
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“The Elohim love you unconditionally, they love with compassion, even if you are not
perfect, when you make mistakes, they wish to guide you; if you are perfect, they are
happy, if you make mistakes, correct them and grow through the process, they are proud
of you.
The greatest gift you can make them, is not that you should love them, but that they may
be proud of you.”
It was so wonderful to be by his side, to drink from the source, his words, to bath in his
love, in the light, and the shine of his childlike look. Thank you Beloved Prophet.
With tenderness
Tsiporah
The evening followed on the mountaintops of Crans-Montana with a dinner and an oriental
theme and a show filled with surprises, organized by Valerie…
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178 brothers and sisters did their transmission on our celebration day,
99 of them were from Africa!! The highest number was actually in Congo
with 35 transmissions done, only a few days before the arrival of our
Beloved Prophet.
They were 20 joining us in South America, including 9 in Peru, 18 both in
Asia and Europe, 10 in North America, 9 in Oceania and 4 in the Middle
East

SWEDEN

I gave the official letter to request for the Embassy of Elohim to the Swedish government.
Now I wait for their reaction... Apart from that we were nine people for a dinner. We also
watched and discussed a movie about Intelligent Design.
Love, Kenny

West France

We all gathered round a delicious dinner in a restaurant on a very busy plaza, in the
center of Anger.
We were 10 and we used the occasion to do a diffusion by being dressed in white and
wearing the symbol in a visible manner. We left around one in the morning.
Bisous to all
Emmanuelle

France – Paris area

There were a dozen of us around Jean Pierre Saulnier to celebrate the gathering of the
13th of December in Paris. Since the show on Canal+ that was shown the night before
called “should we clone the Christ?” by Yves Boisset, commented by Remi, where we saw
Rael and Brigitte interviewed in Canada, and a Canadian newspaper article on Brigitte and
the progress of cloning, we had a discussion around this theme. We could measure the
progress of the reflection of many scientists who are almost all for therapeutic cloning and
who request a change in the law from August 2004 which criminalizes cloning and people
who clone.
Our friend Gael, a person who came to meet us after discovering us on internet, was glad
to know that thoughts are not fixed within the Raelian Movement, and that we could
serenely discuss, while having sometimes different ideas. With Love
Maryline

Hollande

We met in Ultrecht in a medieval looking building near the canal. The arched ceiling and
the candles and lights arranged around the room naturally inclined us toward harmony. 12
members of the Movement and 7 new comers were present for this celebration of the 13 th
of December.
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The themes were the values of our philosophy and science. Everyone loved it, and Bart
did 7 transmissions at 3pm. There was suppose to be only 4 but the hesitant got
motivated by the atmosphere of the teaching. We then gathered around dinner.
Among the 7 persons who did their transmission, 5 are Iranians and live in Holland and in
Belgium. The other 2 are from Holland.
Humor was present all day long.
Love
Daniel
(Daniel Mican from Belgium was recently given the responsibility of Holland by Gerard
Jeandupeux, since Bart was temporarily less available…already a very beautiful success for
Daniel)

Ireland

We had a fantastic gathering in Ireland last nite. During the week I had an email from
Yannick Massey a Raelian from Britany in France who now lives in Ireland and who
wanted to come to our gathering, it was wonderful news although I could not place him at
first but when we met I recalled meeting him in Switzerland with great Joy.
Four of us met in the restaurant in Talbot st., in the center of Dublin.
Moya, Ray, Yannick and my self. It was wonderful and the joy at meeting despite our
small number was Fantastic, and we regaled each other with stories of seminars all over
Europe and the fun we each had. Moya and Yannick had the best stories about seminars
going back over 20 years.
Yannick gave a very moving beginning to the meal when he spoke and invited us to
partake of the meal in the spirit of love peace and harmony, although we were only four
we were four and that in itself was important to remember and the love and harmony
from us went around the room, it was wonderful.
We send you our love and hope that you had a great nite as well.
Deg.

Poland

In Poland, the gathering was in Ostroda – north east – in a region of beautiful lakes. We
were 3; one person did his transmission of the cellular plan.
Love
Jacek

Canada, Montreal
Let’s celebrate life!!! The celebration of the 13th of December,
organized by Samantha Dubrays was under the theme of science,
ecologies and the Messages, in a very nice
hotel on the south of Montreal. And why not
add an important theme…the one for
celebrating life! It was during a very powerful
testimony that Daniel Chabot offered to add
this theme (see hereunder in the section about
our members). This testimony from Daniel
Chabot was very touching and certainly linked
back to the opening prayer and the meditation that Jocelyn Chabot
led us through, asking us to feel life within everyone of our cells…to
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feel our lungs breath…what an hymn to life!!!
The second very intense moment of this celebration was when Carlos, our new Raelian
bother did his transmission and recognized the Elohim. And Nicole, our dear continental
guide, showed him our love so well when she wished him welcome, no other words were
necessary. The love of others, the love of different people but much more…let’s encourage
each other to be different from us and develop their own difference. Welcome among us
dear Carlos!
Franc Blais

Mozambique

Mozambique, a big and beautiful
lusophone country which spreads
over more than 2000km in the
Indian Ocean…and where the
beautiful girls of Maputo, the capitol,
who love to show their pretty
bellybuttons to enchant the eyes of
visitors,
even
the
most
preoccupied…all that is needed to
spread the message of our Beloved
Prophet in a party ambiance…
Yes, the party was beautiful: with a
dynamic Adamo who already saw a
UFO and stayed with me everyday
for more than a week, and a
Gabriella who tells me in our first encounter that she doesn’t believe in god (which always
led to disagreements with her friends) but she know that there is something bigger than
us humans…all was there given to have a national guide and his assistant…Thank you
Elohim, thank you Beloved Prophet Rael…
A total of 5 TCPs among whom there was one woman. Adamo Charudine was named and
intronized as national guide. His assistant is Gabriella Camacho. And the team of the
Raelian Movement in Mozambique is therefore created with an administrative bureau
composed of 5 members (president, assistant, treasurer, 1 st secretary and 2d secretary).
The team keeps on getting organized and will find a location for their gathering, a postal
address and an email (internet is very expensive here and there are few internet cafes).
What a pleasure for me to be a disciple of the Messenger of Infinity…
RAEL OYE! ELOHIM OYE!
Love, Laman
RAEL OYE!! ELOHIM OYE!!
Love, lamane

UK Winter Seminar
What a fantastic weekend seminar we had in UK! 26 people from all walks of life
gathered at Hall Farm Cottages, in the beautiful countryside of Norfolk in England. Some
people came all the way from Finland and the USA. We stayed in cosy and spacious
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cottages and the atmosphere was amazing! We
had the whole place to ourselves and it was like
a mini-Raelian village! The seminar room was
decorated with colourful butterflies, shiny
symbols and heart&star shaped pebbles. Before
everyone arrived, some angels placed small
cards with beautiful quotations from our beloved
Prophet in each cottage, so when guests waked
into their rooms, they would feel the warmth
and love surrounding them......
Friday night started off with a beautiful dinner
brought by all the participants...excellent homemade food gave us contented smiles. We
were so excited to be together and it was impossible to get enough of each other. You
could not throw a brick without hitting a happy Raelian! After dinner, we played funny
games and Rowei, one of the top UK DJs, made our disco night a superb one! We played
and danced like children and it was as though we were bursting with so much energy!
On the second day, we learnt alot more about each other and ourselves. In one group
exercise from Alexandra and Lara, many discovered how talented they were in acting skills
and expressing oneself as well to feel the link to the Being and their Artistic parts.
Also, we were amazed at how well we could organise in the little time given,
without disagreeing or stressing ourselves. Nobody gave up or limited their potential,
rather...we all implicated ourselves and created works of art in harmony. We also proved
our ability to produce almost professional level cuisine for dinner
when each cabin had to folloow a recipy and create a dish
to share with the group! Mmmm...Oh and in the evening, for our
Great Pleasure, Joey and Glenn created a Fabulous Philosophical
Quiz, hahahaaa the boys against the girls to answer questions
from the Messages, Science, History, and a few little Sharades
too...Oh what FUN and guess what, the Girls won!!!:-)))
hehehe...
On Sunday, Glenn led a serene and heartfelt Contact and there were some tears of
happiness in the room. He also did a magnificent presentation on Water Only Fasting with
very informing scientific evidence. He has been producing so many insightful presentations
to help us all. He always does his best for others and we are so fortunate to have such a
dedicated national guide. Emma and myself were also given a chance to do a
presentation each on Polyamory and the Secret of Japanese Healthy Eating to Longevity.
At this seminar, people were very active, no one sat passively, we all contributed our
unique colour to the group and took part in all activities. We were there to have fun and
so we did!
Saori Ford (UK)

Report from Spain
by Eloise, national guide
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After the European seminars which took place in Barcelona, people in Spain began to take
an interest in the Movement, thanks to a brief program which was broadcasted in one of
the Spanish TV channels. The program was based on a female journalist who according to
herself "infiltrated" the Movement, and who took images of the seminars with a hidden
camera.
The report was not positive, and they used some obscure images taking during the
"sensual night", plus they called us "those names" the media is so fond of using towards
us.
But, people watching the program were clever enough to see beyond all the slander and
they went directly to visit our website to see for themselves what we were about.
In a few days, I got an avalanche of mails from all over Spain, from people who wanted to
know more about our philosophy, the Movement, and meet with other raelians. Soon the
mails were more than 300 and I could barely keep pace with all of them.
I took over the responsibility for the Spanish Raelian Movement in the middle of this
downpour. At first, I didn't quite know how to manage the whole thing. But through all the
mails received, a pattern emerged which helped me see which was the course to follow in
order to build the Movement here in Spain.
Since people were writing to us from all over the country, it was difficult to have them all
come to one single place for a meeting. So, to avoid people having to wait and losing
interest until I could go and make a conference in their area, I decided to create a virtual
meeting place, a forum on the Internet where I would gather everyone, and from my own
home be in touch with everyone at the same time. What a wonderful tool the internet is !!
I created a little forum on the Internet, and invited everyone to join. Soon subscriptions
started to come. A few at first, and soon we were growing. Now as I am writing, our
Spanish forum is seven weeks old and we already have 102 members.
Then, just a few days ago, thanks to some contacts by Princess Loona, spokesperson for
the Spanish Raelian Movement, the same TV channel people, travelled to Switzerland to
interview our Beloved Prophet... And two days ago, another short program was
broadcasted on the same TV channel. Again not too positive, but... we all know what
media people love doing...
Yet, their game plays in our favour because, again we are getting more people writing to
us wanting to know more about the movement. In two days, we got 10 more subscriptors
to our forum, and for the first time, we are starting to have women joining as well, which
is very positive.
Last October we had two transmissions in Spain, and for next April, several people are
waiting to have their cellular code transmitted.
Slowly but steadily, the Movement is taking shape in Spain. And I intend to keep it going.
It is a funny sensation to build a national movement from zero, almost like building a
country, with its foundations, its members, its own idiosyncrasy, keeping harmony within
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the group, the joy of seeing those who are really like us express themselves, who may be
future guides in Spain...
There is also the challenging side... those who slander us, threats, a possible legal
procedure against the media, having our families against our ideology... a test to our
strength, a chance to discover our weaknesses and grow. And it's been just three months
since I started my work in Spain. Imagine how it must have been for Rael, our beloved
Prophet, who's been through all the hassles for more than 30 years and never given up.
He's my model and inspiration.
Love, Eloise
The Spanish forum can be found at:
http://es.groups.yahoo.com/group/iberoraelian/

Korea keeps on the Revolution

Korean raelians had a funny event to promote and support advance of science on stem
cell research.
In Korea, stem cell research has
emerged as a very hot topics as
questions have been raised on
the reality of the research of the
Korean famous scientist, Dr.
Woo
Seok
Hwang.
This issue was
reported
by
worldwide media and the
scientific community.
At 1pm on Dec.18, 53 Raelians
gathered in front of the World
Stem Cell Hub located in the
Seoul University Hospital to
express their support to Dr
Hwang. 11 Female Raelians gave
their letters to donate their
ovum to Dr Hwang's team. 5
major media came there to cover the event.
It was the coldest day of this winter
with 10
degres below
zero
centigrade.
But the weather couldn't stop the
passion of the Raelian brothers and
sisters.
About 60 members from several
parts of the country, came to
participate to this wonderful event,
which was suggested by our Beloved
Prophet. After reading a statement
and submitting their letters, Raelians
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did a parade for an hour giving lots of leaflets to people along the street.
After this event, all of Korean raelians felt very strong pride and happiness
because we confirmed that raelians could show constant and strong wish to support
advance of science when other peple felt confusions.
The reason is that we know who we are and what we should do.
From Korea
Blue, responsible for demonstration

ABOUT OUR MEMBERS
Let’s celebrate life !

Last Sunday, we were invited, a few persons, to celebrate the birthday of Shizue. What
an intense moment. For years, our
Prophet has told us that our life can end
anytime. And then, an event brought us
all back to the deep great happiness
that we have of being alive. Shizue
Kaneko, the assistant of our Beloved
Prophet in Canada had a car accident,
which caused fractures to her cervical
vertebra. Not a scratch, not a bruise,
but one inch from death. Marc Rivard,
who sees dozens of similar cases in
hospital emergencies where he works,
confirmed to us that Shizue could have
died or worse, could have become
quadriplegic like the famous actor
Christopher Reeves. But no, she is still here with us. And Sunday she welcomed us at her
place. There is no word to express the joy she emanated. I was deeply touched, especially
when she thanked us for being present at her 40th birthday. She was shining with
happiness, happiness of being alive, being there with us. And it was reciprocal believe me.
Shizue was simply shining and her smile was showing us how life is beautiful while so
fragile. We are all tightrope walkers, as our Beloved Prophet told us so often and nobody
can say when it will end. What a moment of consciousness and happiness it is to share
these beautiful instants together. I invite you as well, helped by this beautiful picture of
Shizue, to think of her in your prayers and meditations, to help her heal quickly so she’ll
be like she was before, running and dancing in the Gardens of
the Prophet.
Daniel Chabot

David Fofana, named Xciel, from Burkina Faso, singer
and musician… has been since last week number one of the top
ten of his country...His song that talks about an awakened Africa
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was publicized by the SMS of the viewers and his video clip is a great success... a new
star among us J … an other artist who can witness the influence of the teaching of the
Prophet Rael to reach success. Thank you David for your talent.
For your info, a seminar dedicated to artists, given by our beloved prophet, is organized in
Las Vegas in May. We will give you more information soon.
.

Daniel Mican, a new Belgian citizen

Daniel MICAN, member of the Raelian Movement who has been living in Belgium for the
last 10 years has requested in 2004 the nationality of his adopted country, Belgium. The
process, which was supposed to last only 3 months, was ended by a refusal, expressed
by the prosecutor of the king from the town of Louvain, because of “heavy facts”. It was
difficult to know more about those heavy facts, because the file issued to the participant
was always empty.
Finally, after a first trial, the info arrives: the refusal was based on a letter coming from
the national security, letter in which Daniel MICAN is described as an active member of
the dangerous “cult of Rael” and gave against the members of this “cult”, grave
defamatory accusations generalized like “antidemocratic,” and “supporters and teachers
of pedophilia”! Surprising, when we know that the Raelian movement denounce
pedophilia as a mental problem and it was in fact in Belgium a few years ago that
Raelians there created NOPEDO, an association whose goal it was to denounce those
kinds of acts committed by Catholic priests (and therefore “teachers”), before the scandal
took on global proportions and the pedophile crimes were finally brought to light.

After going 3 times to the first tribunal in Louvain, inspections were done on Daniel and
the accusations had to come to the fact and withdrew its complaint. The verdict
pronounced the 12 th of December 2005 finally gave Belgian nationality to Raelian Daniel.
Belgian justice just proved that a member of the Raelian Movement is not dangerous J
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